Abstract

Infective endocarditis (IE) is an uncommon infectious disease involving both endocardium and heart valves, which is associated with a high rate of morbidity and mortality. The absence of classical signs/symptoms of IE leads to difficulties in diagnosis of this clinical entity. Being negative-culture and afebrile upon presentation have been reported in some case series.

Case Report: A 69-year-old Caucasian woman presented with fatigue, tachycardia, and mild swelling of the left-sided knee. About 4 months before the index admission, she had swelling and aching of the left-sided wrist which was improved. Then, she developed left-sided knee swelling and aching with a limited range of motion which was continued with a right-sided knee arthralgia. The limited range of motion and aching improved within 5-7 days spontaneously. All tests for the detection of brucellosis and rheumatologic diseases were negative. The transesophageal echocardiography revealed a fixed mass sizing 5×8 mm on aortic valve non-coronary cusp suspicious for vegetation in trans-gastric view. Blood cultures were negative at three times before the initiation of empirical antibiotic therapy. She was given an ampicillin-sulbactam regimen and the regimen continued for 3 weeks and she was discharged home on a co-amoxiclav regimen. After a year, echocardiography revealed the resolution of vegetation.

Conclusions: The diagnosis of IE in elderly patients with unspecific signs and symptoms is of great importance in our daily practice. Timely detection and proper management of such cases can improve the outcomes of patients.
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Introduction

Infective endocarditis (IE) is an uncommon infectious disease involving both endocardium and heart valves, which is associated with a high rate of morbidity and mortality (1). The management of IE has changed during the past decade, so that early surgical intervention in some cases has been advocated (2). In addition, the diagnosis of IE needs to incorporate clinical findings, multiple imaging, and laboratory modalities to reach a consensus.
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The IE has a diverse nature that resulted in different presentations of disease in the population. The peak age of IE has changed during past decades from 45 years to 70 years (3). The absence of classical signs/symptoms of IE leads to difficulties in the diagnosis of this entity. Negative-culture and afebrile individual upon presentation have been reported in some case series; (4-6) however, the concomitant presentation of these classical signs is rare. In this report, we describe a 69-year-old Caucasian woman who presented with polyarthralgia and fatigue without fever and positive blood culture.

Case presentation

A 69-year-old woman presented to our clinic with fatigue, tachycardia, and mild swelling of the left-sided knee. She had a history of breast cancer that underwent a mastectomy 24 years ago and received six courses of chemotherapy. She also had a history of parathyroidectomy and thyroid lobectomy caused by nodular findings of 5 years ago. Other prior histories included diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and dyslipidemia. She was on medical therapy for these diseases. Upon presentation, her blood pressure was 125/70 mm Hg with an axillary temperature of 37.2°C. The heart and lung auscultations revealed normal sounds. All joints were free of swelling and tenderness, but her right-sided knee had a limited range of motion. There were no dermatologic findings at last presentation to our cardiology clinic. The electrocardiographic evaluation showed sinus tachycardia during hospitalization. About 4 months before the index admission, she had swelling and aching of left-sided wrist which was improved. Then, she developed a left-sided knee swelling and aching with a limited range of motion which was continued with right-sided knee arthralgia. The limited range of motion and aching improved within 5-7 days spontaneously. She had mild proteinuria (2+ qualitative) in previous evaluations.

All tests for the detection of brucellosis were negative. Tests for rheumatologic diseases including rheumatic factor, anti-nuclear antibody, anti-double-stranded DNA, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide were also in normal ranges. Only the erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein were elevated. The sonography of knee joint showed a mild effusion in supra-patellar space. The chest x-ray revealed normal findings. The patient underwent transthoracic echocardiography which revealed a left ventricular ejection fraction of 55% and a view suspecting for an increased thickness or small vegetation of aortic valve leaflet. Therefore, she underwent transesophageal echocardiography that demonstrated a fixed mass sizing 5×8 mm on aortic valve non-coronary cusp suspicious for vegetation in the trans-gastric view (Figure 1-A). Blood cultures were negative at three times before the initiation of empirical antibiotic therapy.

After consultation with an infectious disease specialist, the patient was given an ampicillin-sulbactam regimen. Her clinical status significantly improved after 4 days. This regimen continued for 3 weeks and she was discharged home on co-amoxiclav regimen. The patient underwent echocardiographic examination after 12 months, which revealed the resolution of mentioned vegetation on aortic valve leaflet (Figure 1-B).
Figure 1- Picture showing (A) the vegetation on aortic valve and (B) the resolution after treatment

**Discussion**

The diagnosis of IE is based on clinical presentation and diagnostic modalities, including echocardiography and microbiologic assessments (7). On the other hand, the diagnosis of IE has remained as a challenging issue in cardiology practice because of the heterogeneity of presentation and rare pathogenesis (8). Since the emergence of Duke’s criteria, it is a classical tool for the diagnosis of IE; however, due to some shortcomings, it has been modified (9). Elderly individuals have a five-fold increased risk of IE compared to other adult population. The diagnosis of IE is difficult among elderly because of unusual presentations and concomitant systemic involvements that can lead to higher morbidity and mortality in such a vulnerable population.3
Several case series and international cohorts of IE found that the rate of culture-negative IE is accounted for about 10-21% of cases (4, 10-13), and afebrile cases are also observed in approximately 15% (4) and 22% (13) of patients with IE. The presence of fever and positive cultures in association with intracardiac mass on echocardiographic examination should raise the suspicion for IE; however, we should consider IE in culture-negative and afebrile patients with mass on echocardiography too. (14) since there is no proper tool to discriminate mass from thrombosis in patients with unusual clinical findings. Therefore, the high suspicion of IE should be kept mind, particularly, in the recent era which is associated with a higher risk of IE among old patients with unspecific presentations. In this study, we did not perform tissue sampling from the aortic valve and the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test for identifying probable rare microorganisms that are culture-negative. Therefore, culture-negative cases should be further assessed using the PCR and surgery-related cases that will have tissue sampling for further evaluations (15).

In conclusion, the diagnosis of afebrile and culture-negative IE in elderly patients is of great importance in our daily practice, during which we encountered with higher rates of old patients with unspecific clinical features compared to prior decades. Timely detection and proper management of such cases can improve the outcomes of patients.
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